








Cancer Supportの本部とMacmillan Cancer Information and Support Service at
Croydon University Hospital の見学を行い、Macmillan Cancer Supportの活動と
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写真２：Macmillan Cancer Support事務所 
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Institute for Health and Care Excellence：
NICE、2004）が示されており、ヘルスケア




























































































































Ⅱ．Macmillan Cancer Information 





















































写真３：Croydon University Hospital外観  
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Abstract: We visited England as part of a survey on cancer nursing practice and 
education status in order to construct a system for continued treatment of elderly 
cancer patients who are at home. So, we visited the headquarters of Macmillan Cancer 
Support, the Macmillan Cancer Information and Support Service at Croydon 
University Hospital. The objective is to know the practice of cancer nursing in England 
and the current situation of cancer nursing education. And we reported on the activity 
of Macmillan Cancer Support and the current state of National Hearth Service 
Hospital. 
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